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All receivers must be activated within
seven (7) days of receipt.

All receivers must be activated at the same time,
starting with the highest model number.

ATTENTION:

Failure to activate receivers on time
will result in equipment chargeback fees.

lf you need technical support,
please call 1-800-764-0018 ext. 0052.



Parts Checklist:

1. 1.2 meter Channel Master Antenna wlAZlEL Cap
2. Universal Mount
3. Self-lnstallation kit:

. Compass

. Ground Block
o Grommet
o Junction Block
. Lag Bolts
o Screw Clips
. Zip Ties
o Bishop Tape

4. DPP33 switch
5. DPLNB
6. RG6 coax cable
7. Receivers



PARTS

Separator

Diplexer

Triplexer

DPP 33 Switch
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To recelve satellite broadcast slgnals, your satelllte dlsh needs to be positloned correctly. you can do this yourself.

Determlnlnq the Elevatlon and Azlmuth

The satellites are "parked" approximately 22,300 miles above the equator. ln reality, the satellites travel from west to
east, but to us on Earth they appear stationary because they match the exact speed of the Earth's rotation. (This is a
geostationary orbit.) lf you stand up now, turn towards the southeast, and tilt your head up to the sky, you,ll be looking
in the general direction of the DISH satellite.

To calculate the azimuth and elevation angle for your location, please refer to the chart enclosed, and find your location
or the closest location to you.

€
Azimuth Elevation Elevation Reading

Now that you have your azlmuth and elevatlon coordinates, what do you do with them?

First, survey the site to ensure an unobstructed view in the direction of the satellite. To receive broadcast signals, your
satellite dish needs to be positioned correctly. Mount your satellite dish so that the base fits flush with the mounting
surface (level if mounted on a flat beam, or at an angle to match the pitch of your roofline). When you have securely
mounted your satellite dish, adjust your dish so that the dish mast is plumb, that is, exactly perpendicular to level - this is
best achieved using a carpenter's level. With your dish now mounted and properly set, you are now ready to aim your
dish toward the satellites

To set the dish to point up to the satellites, you'll first need to set the elevation. Then you'll point the dish in the proper
left-to-right position, to set the azimuth. Please see look angle chart, enclosed. You'll need to refer to the installation
manual (attached) for your system for detailed instructions, but here's the basic course.

Setting the Elevatlon (UPl, (DOWN)

You can set the proper elevation after the dish is securely mounted. First, loosen the nuts securing the two elevation
bolts so that the dish easily moves up and down. Line up the elevation indicator with the tick mark corresponding to
your elevation number. Then tighten the bolts. You may need to readjust the elevation up or down slightly to get the
best signal. See figure on top.

Setting the Azimuth {LEFT), (RtGHTl

Loosen the azimuth nuts on the AZ/EL cap enough that the dish can be turned smoothly with little pressure. Set the
azimuth by moving the dish left and right. Point the dish in the general direction of the satellite, in the southern
hemisphere. By using a compass you can better pinpoint the direction with your azimuth number to correspond with the
degrees on your compass. See figure on top.
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Acqulrlnq the Slenal

Now your dish will be in position to lock in on the satellite signal. You'll need to 1) have your DISH receiver connected to
your television, with both turned on, and 2) have your antenna LNB to DPP33 switch, to receiver cables connected (see

enclosed diagram) , and 3) be viewing your Setup Antenna/Signal Strength display from your digital receiver's on-screen
menu to measure the signal strength accurately. To view the signal strength and quality press Menu, on your remote,
then 6 (system setup), 1 (lnstallation), then 1 (Point Dish). You will need to enter your zip code, set Dish system to 300,
Tuner 1, Transponder 11, and Satellite 119. See Figure I below.

Fig.l
Point Dish/Signal
screens may vary
from receiver and
software versions.
Your screen may

not look like the
one shown here.

Use the blue
arrow keys on

your DISH
Network remote

to navigate
through this

menu.

Ask a helper to watch the Signal Strength screen for indications you are receiving the signal, the meter shows the signal

strength, below will show the satellite you are locked on. Please note that you will receive the signal ONLY when there is

a green bar across the signal meter bar. lf you find signal from another satellite, L291or instance, you may see a red bar,

but hear a tone, and may show "wrong satellite 129" below the signal meter. With your helper watching the screen,

stand behind the dish, pointed just above the horizon, and holding its outer edges, slowly turn it a little to the right to

adjust the azimuth. Pause a few seconds, giving the receiver enough time to lock in on the satellite signal. Continue

turning the dish in this way until you have acquired the signal or until you have rotated the dish approximately 15

degrees from the starting point.

lf you haven't detected a signal yet, return to the starting point and move the dish to the left again. lf you don't acquire

the signal after rotating the dish approximately 15 degrees to either side of the calculated azimuth angle, loosen the

elevation bolts and tilt the dish upward so the elevation indicator moves halfway from the current tick mark to the next

mark. Then tighten the elevation bolts.

lf necessary, continue changing the elevation in half-tick-mark increments until you receive the signal. After tilting the

dish upwards three tick marks beyond the original tick mark, return it to the original tick mark and then tilt it down a half

tick mark. Keep repeating this until you receive the signal.



Satellite Alignment

The photograph below (Fie. 2) illustrates how the satellite signal is reflected from the sky, downward

into the LNB. Notice that the dish is not pointing directly at the satellite beam. ln fact, it is aiming below

it. You must have a clear line of sight from the satellite dish to the satellite in the sky. Trees, power lines,

and man-made structures will block the signal.

Fig.2
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TV # 1

Dish & LNBF

DP33 Switch

Installation configuration:

Single Tuner to 1 TV

311, 211 models

Satellite Input



TV # 1

Dish & LNBF

DP33 Switch

Installation configuration:

Dual Tuner to 1 TV

512, 612 models

Satellite Inputs
1               2

Separator



TV # 2

TV # 1

Dish & LNBF

DP33 Switch

Diplexer

Triplexer

TV #2 RF output

Installation configuration:

Dual Tuner to 2 TVs

222, 322, 522, 625, 622 & 722 models

(Option 1)

Satellite Inputs
1               2



TV # 2

TV # 1

Dish & LNBF

DP33 Switch

Triplexer

TV #2 RF output

Installation configuration:

Dual Tuner to 2 TVs

222, 322, 522, 625, 622 & 722 models

(Option 2)

Satellite Inputs
1               2
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